A computer-interfaced vertometer system for contact lenses.
The conventional vertometer (lensometer) is difficult to use for accurate measurement of contact lenses whose back vertex power (BVP) varies across the optic zone. BVPs of multifocal rigid and soft contact lenses have previously been measured using a conventional vertometer incorporating the Scheiner principle, which makes use of two light paths equidistant from the center of the lens. We have developed a computer-based vertometer system based on the Scheiner principle which can be used to produce a profile of BVPs across rigid and soft contact lenses. A computer interface to the vertometer allows rapid acquisition of readings and software-based ray tracing derives in-air dioptric power readings across the optic zone at specific ray heights. Results are presented for soft and rigid, and spherical and aspheric surface contact lenses. The system improves the measurement resolution of a standard vertometer and shows an acceptable level of precision and accuracy for most applications.